ANGELAS OPERATIONS: Angeles Operations. Good morning.

How can I help you?

CALLER: Yes. This is -- I’m wondering, when are you guys going to open the National Angeles Forest back up -- up by Acton?

ANGELAS OPERATIONS: Unknown right now.

CALLER: The what -- unknown?

ANGELAS OPERATIONS: Yes, sir.

CALLER: Okay. Anybody I can call and talk to, to find out?

ANGELAS OPERATIONS: Well, we -- I can give you the information station center number. But, you know, I mean, the fire just ran through. It’s -- it’s a dangerous situation to be driving the roads right now.

CALLER: Okay. Well, okay.

ANGELAS OPERATIONS: I can give -- well, you can still take this number?

CALLER: Is it the (626) number?

ANGELAS OPERATIONS: Yes, sir.

CALLER: Okay. I have that. Thank you.

ANGELAS OPERATIONS: You’re welcome.
Hey, this is Angeles Operations. Hey, good morning. How are you doing?

Good. How are you doing?

I'm -- I'm just trying to time you on those crews, because I don't see nothing in WildCAD (phonetic). Did you speak to anyone exactly and they got filled?

Yes. And I was talking to -- there was a lady named in expanded. She got all the names and put them in rosts.

Okay.

So they're both assigned to the Station Fire.

So today day at every -- will they be there today?

Yes.

Okay. All right. I just --

They should have been there -- they should have been there last night at 1800 or something like that, or they got there last night.

Okay.

So they should be assigned by now.

So we never got that info. So
HUNTINGTON COURT REPORTERS & TRANSCRIPTION, INC.
(800) 586-2988

I’ll -- I’ll --

Oh, I’m sorry.

ANGELES OPERATIONS: I’ll put them available -- it’s not your fault, it’s their fault.

Okay.

ANGELES OPERATIONS: But it’s just for tracking purposes. So I’ll make sure I put them in a WildCAD. The Monarchs and the -- what was the other one?

The Monarchs and the (inaudible).

ANGELES OPERATIONS: Okay. Copy. All right, And then the -- I was going to ask you, the -- the Roadrunners, are they still on the monarch -- the Morris Fire or did they get reassigned; do you know that?

ANGELES OPERATIONS: I can --

You guys don’t -- expanded is probably dealing with that, huh --

ANGELES OPERATIONS: Yeah.


ANGELES OPERATIONS: But I’m sure they -- they will probably get put over to the Station if they haven’t been yet. Because I know TC and whatever the other crew was, they’re diverting --

Okay.

ANGELES OPERATIONS: -- all the crews over there.

Okay. And just so you know, the Aztecs, today is
going to be their last day. They’re hitting 14. So they’ll be going -- be moving tomorrow, probably, just for your information.

ANGELES OPERATIONS: Okay. Thank you. That’s it.

ANGELES OPERATIONS: All right. You have a good day. You too.

ANGELES OPERATIONS: What you -- Talk to you later.

ANGELES OPERATIONS: What you doing today? I’m going to go to Little T and just try to get something done around there, like some training stuff or some projects or something.

ANGELES OPERATIONS: Oh. Okay. They’re crazy sitting around, so --

ANGELES OPERATIONS: I already told (phonetic) I want his job. I know. It’s not as easy as you think, but --

ANGELES OPERATIONS: I -- I don’t care. -- or not that you think it’s easy, but it’s --

ANGELES OPERATIONS: I know. But dispatch --

ANGELES OPERATIONS: He works all the time. He’s got a good, good, good gig.

ANGELES OPERATIONS: Keep me in mind --
Okay.

ANGELES OPERATIONS: -- when you need somebody.

Okay. No problem.

ANGELES OPERATIONS: All right.

Thanks, (b) (6)

ANGELES OPERATIONS: All right. Bye-bye.

(b) (6) Bye.

///

c2626_02_09_2009_070423

ANGELES OPERATIONS: Angeles Operations.

CALLER: Good morning. This is (inaudible) 31.

ANGELES OPERATIONS: Good morning.

CALLER: Hey, I’m going to be (inaudible) in Area 7, Bauer Flats (phonetic) area.

ANGELES OPERATIONS: Bauer Flats. Okay. Thanks. Have a good morning.

CALLER: You too. Thanks.

ANGELES OPERATIONS: Bye.

CALLER: Bye.

///

c2626_02_09_2009_091515

ANGELES OPERATIONS: Angeles Operations.

CAPTAIN 19: Hi. This is Captain 19.

ANGELES OPERATIONS: Uh-huh.

CAPTAIN 19: Could you try to get a hold of our main -
ANGELES OPERATIONS: You want -- you want Ranger 1 to call Bear Divide?

CAPTAIN 19: (Inaudible.)

ANGELES OPERATIONS: Okay.

CAPTAIN 19: Thank you.

ANGELES OPERATIONS: All right. Bye-bye.

CAPTAIN 19: Bye.

ANGELES OPERATIONS: Angeles Operations.

Yeah.

CALLER: Hey, \(\text{\text{(b)} (6)}\)'s (phonetic) number is \(\text{\text{(b) (6)}}\); is that correct?

ANGELES OPERATIONS: No. It's \(\text{\text{(b) (6)}}\).

CALLER: Oh. It's \(\text{\text{(b) (6)}}\) ?

ANGELES OPERATIONS: Yes.

CALLER: Oh, well, you know, \(\text{\text{(b) (6)}}\), \(\text{\text{(b) (6)}}\).

ANGELES OPERATIONS: Hey -- hey, you remembered most of it.

CALLER: Yeah. I -- I remembered past --

ANGELES OPERATIONS: At this point I'm surprised you guys remember that you even have a cell phone.

CALLER: Yeah.
ANGELES OPERATIONS: You’ve been busy.

CALLER: That’s true. You know, in this day and age it’s tough to remember anyone’s phone anymore.

ANGELES OPERATIONS: Well, you guys have been so busy I’m surprised -- surprised you can even keep your eyes open. So --

CALLER: True.

ANGELES OPERATIONS: -- I give you credit.

CALLER: Thanks, (b)(6)


CALLER: Bye.

///

c2626_02_09_2009_101717

ANGELES OPERATIONS: Angeles Operations.

Hey, (b)(6) It’s (b)(6)

ANGELES OPERATIONS: Hey, I know what they were calling about, your dad. Have you heard? Do you know what they wanted?

No.

ANGELES OPERATIONS: They want to know when you -- or I don’t know if (inaudible) like when, but it’s supposed to be -- your dad wants to talk about when you guys want to do unified commands.

Okay.

ANGELES OPERATIONS: And if you don’t have it in your notes, I wrote it down when you told me.
Yeah. It was like --

ANGELES OPERATIONS: It was that 15 channels and --

ANGELES OPERATIONS: 1410?

ANGELES OPERATIONS: 1310 on the -- on the --

ANGELES OPERATIONS: Oh, 1510. Okay.

ANGELES OPERATIONS: Yeah. No.

ANGELES OPERATIONS: No, 1310. It was 110.

ANGELES OPERATIONS: Okay. 1310. Yeah.

ANGELES OPERATIONS: 1310 --

ANGELES OPERATIONS: I -- I have it --

ANGELES OPERATIONS: -- and 27.

ANGELES OPERATIONS: -- in my notes. And I remember whatever it was it was a ten.

ANGELES OPERATIONS: Yeah. 1310 on the 27th.

ANGELES OPERATIONS: Okay.

ANGELES OPERATIONS: Okay.


ANGELES OPERATIONS: Bye.

ANGELES OPERATIONS: Angeles Operations.

MALE CALLER: I’m sorry. Wrong number.

ANGELES OPERATIONS: All right.
ANGELES OPERATIONS: Angeles Operations.

Yeah. (Inaudible.)

ANGELES OPERATIONS: Hey, what’s up?

Hey, what’s up?

ANGELES OPERATIONS: We’re -- we’re trying to get you to go to that -- that mile marker.

Okay. The one over there?

ANGELES OPERATIONS: Yeah.

Okay. I think the LEO (phonetic) just showed up, too.

ANGELES OPERATIONS: Okay.

So --

ANGELES OPERATIONS: Let -- but let me -- let me -- let me confirm with Let him -- I’m -- I’m going to ask real quick, but I’m pretty sure you guys are going to go. Hold on. you ready for the message?

Yeah.

ANGELES OPERATIONS: Oh. Oh. Is name is not dad.

Yeah. Okay.

FEMALE CALLER: Mile marker 9.25.

ANGELES OPERATIONS: You hear this? You hear her, Huh?

ANGELES OPERATIONS: Mile marker 9.25.
9.25 (inaudible).

ANGELES OPERATIONS: Little Tujunga Canyon.

Okay.

FEMALE CALLER: CHP is going to recover a vehicle.

ANGELES OPERATIONS: CHP is going to recover a vehicle.

FEMALE CALLER: Edward 10 is going to call us when they’re ready (inaudible).

ANGELES OPERATIONS: Okay. Edward 10 is going to call dispatch and going to let us know when -- when to send you guys.

Okay. Edward -- Edward 10 is right here.

ANGELES OPERATIONS: Oh. Edward 10 is right there?

Yeah. They just pulled up.

ANGELES OPERATIONS: Oh. He -- Edward -- Edward 10 is --

FEMALE CALLER: (Inaudible.)

ANGELES OPERATIONS: Oh. Okay. Then -- then Edward 10 can -- can arrange -- can tell you when he has to -- to respond.

Okay.

ANGELES OPERATIONS: So just time -- time with Edward 10 and just --

FEMALE CALLER: And just let us know that they’re en route.

ANGELES OPERATIONS: And just -- well, just let us know when you guys are en route.
Copy that.

ANGELES OPERATIONS: All right, okay.

Okay.

ANGELES OPERATIONS: All right, bro.

All right.

ANGELES OPERATIONS: Okay. Okay.

ANGELES OPERATIONS: Angeles Operations.

Hey, this is (phonetic) over at the (inaudible) side. I’m trying to get a hold of Station Fire. I was talking to (6) about getting some contracts over there. I was -- look, how do I get a hold of operations? Do they -- do you have a phone number for (phonetic) there at (inaudible)?

ANGELES OPERATIONS: Okay. Let’s see what I got. I think someone’s there. I’ve got operations section chief, ops.

That’s good. Operations section chief and ops.

ANGELES OPERATIONS: Okay.

(Inaudible.)

ANGELES OPERATIONS: Two numbers. Area code (818) --

Okay.

ANGELES OPERATIONS: -- 834 --

Okay.
ANGELES OPERATIONS: -- 1796.
And that’s the operations section chief?

ANGELES OPERATIONS: Yeah. That’s the office. You want his cell?

Yeah.

ANGELES OPERATIONS: --
I’m sorry. I got.

ANGELES OPERATIONS: Yeah. 
Okay.

ANGELES OPERATIONS: And then the other one is (805) --
(805) --

ANGELES OPERATIONS: -- 377 --
Okay.

ANGELES OPERATIONS: -- 1491.

ANGELES OPERATIONS: Yeah. It’s just -- no. That -- that’s -- that’s not -- we don’t have a number for plane ops but just ops.

Ops.

ANGELES OPERATIONS: And his name is --

-- for -- for that -- that number.

And what’s the other guy’s name?

ANGELES OPERATIONS: It says -- slash
So I’m just thinking maybe it’s and I don’t
know. And then --
(inaudible.)
ANGELA OPERATIONS: Yeah.
(inaudible.)
ANGELA OPERATIONS: All right. Well, that -- that does any good.
I’ll -- I’ll see if I can get a hold of somebody over there.
ANGELA OPERATIONS: Yes. Okay. All right.
(inaudible.)
ANGELA OPERATIONS: Thanks.
ANGELA OPERATIONS: Bye.
///
c2626_02_09_2009_175420
ANGELA OPERATIONS: Angeles Operations.
WILL: Yeah, (inaudible) This is (inaudible) Angeles Operations: Uh-huh.
WILL: Hey, can you get a hold of Battalion 11 and have them call my cell phone?
ANGELA OPERATIONS: Sure can.
WILL: Okay. Thank you.
ANGELA OPERATIONS: You’re welcome.
///
c2626_02_09_2009_204114
ANGELA OPERATIONS: Angeles Operations.
BATTALION 11: Hi, there. This is Battalion 11.
ANGELA OPERATIONS: Hi, Battalion 11.
BATTALION 11: How you doing?
ANGELA OPERATIONS: Good. How are you?
BATTALION 11: Good. I’ll be going out of service here at Little T.

ANGELUS OPERATIONS: Okay.

BATTALION 11: Is around?

ANGELUS OPERATIONS: is outside.

BATTALION 11: Oh. He’s always outside.

ANGELUS OPERATIONS: I know. Do you want him to call him?

BATTALION 11: Tell him I’m going to put a phone out there for him.

ANGELUS OPERATIONS: Oh. Okay.

BATTALION 11: Yeah. Yeah. He can call -- he can call me at 233, and it’s in regards to his -- his message (inaudible) memorial procession tomorrow.

ANGELUS OPERATIONS: Okay.

BATTALION 11: And I’m trying to get somebody to ask them if we have approval or what -- what -- what’s the -- what we’re doing. Forest -

///

c2626_02_09_2009_204156

ANGELUS OPERATIONS: Okay.

BATTALION 11: (Inaudible.) It’s kind of last minute.

It’s tomorrow morning, but it’s kind of last minute (inaudible).

///

c2626_02_09_2009_204203
ANGELES OPERATIONS: Okay.

BATTALION 11: But, yeah, if you can have him give me a call at 233?

ANGELES OPERATIONS: Okay. I’ll let him know.

BATTALION 11: Bye.

ANGELES OPERATIONS: Bye-bye.

////

c2626_02_09_2009_204934

ANGELES OPERATIONS: Operations.

CALLER: Who is this?

ANGELES OPERATIONS: (b) (6)

CALLER: Yeah. Okay. This is (inaudible). Is this U.S. Forestry?

ANGELES OPERATIONS: Yes.

CALLER: Okay. I can barely hear you. But there’s a photographer that says he works for the National Forest (inaudible) for the U.S. Forest Service. Anyway, he’s on the 2 Freeway and he wants to take photographs of the fire and --

ANGELES OPERATIONS: No. He cannot. There’s a hard closure.

CALLER: I can’t hear you.

ANGELES OPERATIONS: No. He cannot. It’s a hard closure. If -- if he goes up the road he should tie into all the other law enforcement units at that -- that -- at that checkpoint right there on the Crest.
CALLER: All right.

ANGELES OPERATIONS: Okay?

CALLER: All right.

ANGELES OPERATIONS: Thank you.

///

c2626_02_09_2009_205514

Angeles Operations.

(b) (6) (b) (6) Hi. This is (b) (6) (b) (6) (phonetic), the NFS (phonetic) photographer.

ANGELES OPERATIONS: Uh-huh.

(b) (6) (b) (6) Hey, the deputies aren’t letting me pass this road block up here.

ANGELES OPERATIONS: Okay.

(b) (6) (b) (6) I’m fire line qualified. I have all my CPE (phonetic) and my training badges.

ANGELES OPERATIONS: Which -- what -- what road are you on?

(b) (6) (b) (6) S2.

ANGELES OPERATIONS: Oh. Yeah. Hold on a second, (b) (6) This is (b) (6) (b) (6) and you’re -- and you’re the NFC photographer. Okay. Hold on a second.

(b) (6) (b) (6) Right.

ANGELES OPERATIONS: And you’re speaking mostly to CHP or --

(b) (6) (b) (6) No. It’s the sheriffs that are -- that are
mostly manning this checkpoint.

ANGELES OPERATIONS: Okay. Let me put you on hold for a sec. I -- we have a law enforcement of ours in the area there. Hold on a sec.

Okay.

ANGELES OPERATIONS: Can I help you?

Yeah. I was on hold. My -- my name is (phonetic).

ANGELES OPERATIONS: Oh. Okay. Stand by.

Hey, (b) (6) Yes, sir.

ANGELES OPERATIONS: Yeah. We got a law -- one of our -- one of our law enforcement is going to be coming over there.

Okay.

ANGELES OPERATIONS: Yeah. Are you -- are you on any kind of time restraint?

I'm not on a time restraint. But I just -- I don't want to -- you know, I wanted to get out to where they were staging and getting some shots up there. But --

ANGELES OPERATIONS: Right. Okay. It shouldn't be -- it shouldn't be too long. The guy is leaving from Little Tujunga.
So, you know, unless someone else intercedes before that you’re probably looking at about -- I would say a 20 max.

Yeah. That’s fine. I can grab some water and hydrate. And who am I looking for?

ANGELES OPERATIONS: This will be law enforcement unit, if not, someone else will come sooner, it will be Edward 15.

Edward 15?

ANGELES OPERATIONS: Yeah.

Okay. Listen, I’m --

ANGELES OPERATIONS: All right.

-- I’m in a white car. I’m just hanging out there waiting.

ANGELES OPERATIONS: Okay. And -- and just to confirm, you -- you showed them your, you know, your government and rig and all that stuff?

No. I’m in a POV.

ANGELES OPERATIONS: Oh. Okay.

So they -- they refuse -- they refuse to look at my task orders to verify my validity.

ANGELES OPERATIONS: Yeah. Okay.

I suggested that I wouldn’t have been assigned a government radio and been sent up here if I wasn’t supposed to be here. But --

ANGELES OPERATIONS: Yeah. Well, I think they’re a little bit overwhelmed with --
Yeah.

ANGELES OPERATIONS: -- with all of that. I don’t know how many Forest Service people of different engines and regions and -- and who knows what that they’ve had to deal with. So --

Right. Well, you know, the -- I was going to say, the funny thing is that they let some (inaudible) like, oh, I’m with the water tenders. I’m like prove it? I -- I --

ANGELES OPERATIONS: Huh.

I even have the contract and they aren’t looking at it. So --

ANGELES OPERATIONS: Yeah.

-- anyway, you -- you guys are busy. I don’t want to take up your time.

ANGELES OPERATIONS: Okay.

So I’ll just wait for Edward 15 and --

ANGELES OPERATIONS: Okay.

Okay.

ANGELES OPERATIONS: Sounds good.

All right.

ANGELES OPERATIONS: Thank you.

Who was this again?

ANGELES OPERATIONS: This is Oh, by the way, what’s -- what’s the description of your vehicle? It’s -- it’s a white Chevy Tahoe with front plates. It’s on the license plate.
ANGELES OPERATIONS: [b] (6) What was that?

ANGELES OPERATIONS: [b] (6) in the little triangle, [b] (6).

ANGELES OPERATIONS: [b] (6).

ANGELES OPERATIONS: -- [b] (6). That’s all

the numbers that are on there.

ANGELES OPERATIONS: Okay. Sounds good.

ANGELES OPERATIONS: All right. Thank you.

ANGELES OPERATIONS: All right, [b] (6). Bye-bye.

ANGELES OPERATIONS: Bye.

///

c2626_02_09_2009_000831

ANGELES OPERATIONS: Angeles Operations.

ANGELES OPERATIONS: Hey, this is [b] (6).

ANGELES OPERATIONS: Hey, [b] (6) how you doing?

ANGELES OPERATIONS: Good. I’m out of service, quarters.

ANGELES OPERATIONS: Okay. Have a good night.

ANGELES OPERATIONS: Okay. How about my address in San Gabriel, are they -- the Canine K -- King 3, is she out of service with her partner?

ANGELES OPERATIONS: That’s affirmed.

ANGELES OPERATIONS: And then how about 15 and 16 over on the Westside?

ANGELES OPERATIONS: 15 and 16?

ANGELES OPERATIONS: I guess it’s 13 and 15.

///

c2626_02_09_2009_000913
ANGELES OPERATIONS: And when did -- we got two that are doing the point of origin protection. Let me see. Okay.

ANGELES OPERATIONS: Yeah. They went out at 7:00. Those two, 15 and (inaudible) went out of service. Yeah.

ANGELES OPERATIONS: Okay. The only one left right now is 18's.

ANGELES OPERATIONS: Okay, man.

ANGELES OPERATIONS: Yeah. He should be. I -- as far as I know he was heading home on the freeway. But --

ANGELES OPERATIONS: We'll get him. It just shows he's in service, so we don't put him out until he calls. So if he doesn't call we'll call him.

ANGELES OPERATIONS: I know. Okay, (inaudible).
All right. Thanks.

ANGELES OPERATIONS: Good -- good night. Bye-bye.

Good night.

///

c2626_02_09_2009_004726

ANGELES OPERATIONS: Angeles Operations.

Yes. This is from Cal Fire. (Inaudible) from the expanded overhead?

ANGELES OPERATIONS: Oh, I can do that for you.

Okay. What’s your number? (Inaudible) on paper (inaudible) contract.

ANGELES OPERATIONS: Yeah. Stand by. For which incident?

The Station.

ANGELES OPERATIONS: Okay. (661) --

ANGELES OPERATIONS: -- 723 --

ANGELES OPERATIONS: -- 2595.

That’s (661) 723-25 --

ANGELES OPERATIONS: 95.

ANGELES OPERATIONS: -- 95. Okay. Thank you so much.


///

c2727_02_09_2009_041845
ANGELES OPERATIONS: Angeles Operations.

OFFICER: Yes. Good morning. This is Officer with LAPD. How you doing?

ANGELES OPERATIONS: Good.

OFFICER: I have a question. I’m calling in regards to the TFR out in La Canada.

ANGELES OPERATIONS: Oh, yeah. Let me give you the aircraft person who can specifically answer your question.

OFFICER: Okay. Go ahead.

ANGELES OPERATIONS: Hold on a second.

///

c2727_02_09_2009_041916

AIRCRAFT: Aircraft.

OFFICER: Yes, ma’am. This is Officer with LAPD. How you doing?

AIRCRAFT: Good. How are you?

OFFICER: Not bad. I have a question about your TFR up in La Canada.

AIRCRAFT: Uh-huh.

OFFICER: We’re -- we’re going to be launching here to handle a call right at the edge of your TFR at (phonetic) and (inaudible) --

///

c2727_02_09_2009_041934

AIRCRAFT: Okay.
OFFICER: And my question is -- it’s going to be right on the edge of the TFR. Do -- do I need a lock or a code, or do I need to contact someone before going into it?

OFFICER: (805) -- 551 -- 6422.


OFFICER: All right. Thank you.

AIRCRAFT: Okay. You’re welcome.
ANGELES OPERATIONS: Angeles Operations.

OFFICER: Yeah. This is Officer with LAPD again. I’m trying to get a hold of someone concerning the TFR. You put me through to air ops.

ANGELES OPERATIONS: We have somebody here that -- that’s working aircraft. We just had somebody call.

OFFICER: Yeah. That -- that -- that was me.

ANGELES OPERATIONS: Oh. Do you want to talk (inaudible) again?

OFFICER: Yeah. Apparently -- she gave me a number and it went to voice mail.

ANGELES OPERATIONS: Okay. Hold on a second. Maybe she can help with you someone else.

OFFICER: Sure.

AIRCRAFT: Sir?

OFFICER: Yes, ma’am?

AIRCRAFT: Let me take your name and number and see if I can’t get a hold of him.

OFFICER: Well, the thing is I -- I need to get a hold -- I need to get a hold of someone right now because I’m launching to this -- to this mission. And I --
AIRCRAFT: Okay. Well, I can not approve going into the TFR. So I need to get a hold of the air ops so they can let you know.

OFFICER: Okay. Is there a frequency that you guys are working off of?

AIRCRAFT: We have Victor that we’re working off of.

OFFICER: I’m sorry?

AIRCRAFT: A Victor.

OFFICER: What’s -- what is that?

AIRCRAFT: Hold on just a minute.

AIRCRAFT: It’s .

OFFICER: ?

AIRCRAFT: Uh-huh.

OFFICER: Okay. Uh-huh.

OFFICER: Okay. How long do you think it will be, do you guess, that (inaudible) call me back?

AIRCRAFT: Probably within ten minutes.

OFFICER: Oh. Okay. Are you ready to take a number?

AIRCRAFT: Uh-huh.
OFFICER: It’s area code --

AIRCRAFT: Uh-huh.

OFFICER: -- --

AIRCRAFT: Uh-huh.

OFFICER: -- .

AIRCRAFT: 2600. Okay. And your name again?

OFFICER: All right?

AIRCRAFT: Okay.

OFFICER: Thanks.

AIRCRAFT: All right.

///

c2727_02_09_2009_064001

ANGELES OPERATIONS: Angeles Operations.

CALLER: Yeah. This is (inaudible). Show 31 staff at Captain 4.


CALLER: All right. Thanks.


CALLER: Bye.

///

c2727_02_09_2009_065114

ANGELES OPERATIONS: Angeles Operations.

FEMALE CALLER: Hey, (inaudible). It’s (inaudible).
FEMALE CALLER: How are you?

ANGELES OPERATIONS: I'm okay.

FEMALE CALLER: (Inaudible) myself on the morning patrol?

ANGELES OPERATIONS: Patrol 34, Water Tender 34. Copy.

FEMALE CALLER: Thank you.

ANGELES OPERATIONS: All right. Bye-bye.

FEMALE CALLER: Bye-bye.

ANGELES OPERATIONS: Angeles Operations.

FEMALE CALLER: Hey, I don’t know if the Arizona Boys (inaudible) 46.

ANGELES OPERATIONS: Hold on a second.

Okay. They’re here at TC.

ANGELES OPERATIONS: Okay. Arizona 46?

Yeah.

ANGELES OPERATIONS: I believe they went with my (inaudible). There it is. Let me look on the CAD here. TF46. And they’re at TC?

Huh?
ANGELES OPERATIONS: They’re at Texas Canyon?
Yeah.

ANGELES OPERATIONS: Okay. We’ll put them in service.
Okay.

ANGELES OPERATIONS: Thank you.
All right.

ANGELES OPERATIONS: Bye.
Bye.

ANGELES OPERATIONS: Angeles Operations. I know.
You know?

ANGELES OPERATIONS: Angeles --
What do you know?

ANGELES OPERATIONS: I know everything. I got a good
stock tip, man.
Beautiful, dude. I -- I know who to go for answers
to.

ANGELES OPERATIONS: Look it --
Can you have -- can you have Captain 16 give me a
call on my cell phone when he gets a chance?

ANGELES OPERATIONS: Pardon?
Can you have Captain 16 give me a call on my cell
phone when he gets a chance?

ANGELES OPERATIONS: Okay. Is this
Yes.

ANGELES OPERATIONS: All right. See, I -- I --

You’re getting better, man. You’re getting better.

ANGELES OPERATIONS: I didn’t say who is this? Okay, man, I’ll have 16 give you a call, sir.

Thanks, [b][6]

ANGELES OPERATIONS: All right, then. Bye-bye.

Later.

ANGELES OPERATIONS: Angeles Operations.

Good morning,

ANGELES OPERATIONS: Good morning.

(Inaudible.)

ANGELES OPERATIONS: You’re --

(Inaudible.)

ANGELES OPERATIONS: I’m sorry, you’re breaking up. What did you say, [b][6]

I’m in service for the Station incident.

ANGELES OPERATIONS: All right. We’ll put you there.

Can you contact Battalion 11 and ask him to give me a call on my cell?

ANGELES OPERATIONS: We will do that.

Thanks, [b][6]

ANGELES OPERATIONS: Have a good morning.
ANGELES OPERATIONS: Angeles Operations.

Good morning.  That’s affirmative.

at Chilao.

ANGELES OPERATIONS: What’s up, (Inaudible.)

I heard that.

Hey, (inaudible).  The only folks from them that are up here (inaudible).

Okay.

We had to send our guys down for some R&R today.

Okay.

And they’re on their way back.  And they’re going to meet at (inaudible) --

Okay.

-- come back up here.

No problem.  When you guys got the -- everything together as far as a module then just let us know and we could take it from there.

Yeah.  Perfect.  (Inaudible.)

Okay, man.
All right, buddy.

ANGELES OPERATIONS: Later.

Bye.

ANGELES OPERATIONS: Angeles Operations.

CALLER: Good morning. This is (inaudible).

ANGELES OPERATIONS: Good morning.

CALLER: I’m going to be out of service for approximately an hour-and-a-half (inaudible).

ANGELES OPERATIONS: Okay.

CALLER: I’ve got to go up to (inaudible).

ANGELES OPERATIONS: Okay.

CALLER: And then I’ll be -- I’ll be (inaudible).

ANGELES OPERATIONS: All right.

CALLER: Okay?


CALLER: Thank you.

Hi. This is (b)(6).

ANGELES OPERATIONS: Hi, (b)(6).

I’m sorry. Hello?

ANGELES OPERATIONS: I said Hello.
I know. This is (inaudible).

ANGELES OPERATIONS: Oh. I thought you said I’m like, oh, my gosh. Okay. Sorry, No. I’m sorry, too. Hey, I’m just wondering I’m -- I’m here working at the S.O. and --

///
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-- here. And then pretty -- pretty much in general that comes in here. And I’m (inaudible) --

ANGELES OPERATIONS: Uh-huh.

-- providing fire support to several fire stations, you know, and covering things from out of state, you know --

ANGELES OPERATIONS: Uh-huh.

-- (inaudible).

ANGELES OPERATIONS: Uh-huh.

Is there a chance that I can get an O number or can I just put my time to (inaudible) --

///
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ANGELES OPERATIONS: I’m doing it.

What’s that?

ANGELES OPERATIONS: I’m doing it. I don’t have an O number.

Oh. Okay. Well, then I’ll tell you what then,
I’ll do it. I’ll be frugal and obviously not --

ANGELES OPERATIONS: (Inaudible.)

Can I get that (inaudible) number and -- and override?

ANGELES OPERATIONS: Sure.

ANGELES OPERATIONS: Okay.

ANGELES OPERATIONS: It’s Paul Five --

ANGELES OPERATIONS: Uh-huh.

ANGELES OPERATIONS: -- Echo Five --

ANGELES OPERATIONS: Echo Five --

ANGELES OPERATIONS: -- Victor Lima --

ANGELES OPERATIONS: -- Victor Lima --

ANGELES OPERATIONS: -- zero five zero one.

ANGELES OPERATIONS: -- zero five zero one.

ANGELES OPERATIONS: Yeah.

ANGELES OPERATIONS: Okay.

ANGELES OPERATIONS: And, actually --

ANGELES OPERATIONS: And that’s probably --

ANGELES OPERATIONS: -- if you went into the CIO they’d probably request an O number for you --

ANGELES OPERATIONS: I know.

ANGELES OPERATIONS: -- you know?

ANGELES OPERATIONS: You know, yeah. You know what, I’m somewhat of
(inaudible) because everybody assumes that --

ANGELES OPERATIONS:  Oh.

I’m serious, like, if it’s --

ANGELES OPERATIONS:  Yeah.

-- a homecoming (inaudible).

ANGELES OPERATIONS:  How cool.

(inaudible) about 140 -- 140,000 acres and 20-something percent containment.

ANGELES OPERATIONS:  I haven’t pulled --

Is that about right, do you think?

ANGELES OPERATIONS:  I haven’t pulled the 209 yet.  But let me go ahead and do that, since you asked and I want to know, too.  Inquiring minds want to know.

Actually, exactly.  How are you guys holding up over there.  Okay?

ANGELES OPERATIONS:  Yeah.  I mean, in the -- well, ironically, you know, we were all complaining that it was so busy, and it’s really tough.  But now that it’s slowing down we’re actually tireder because we’re not wired anymore.  You know -- you know how that is?

I do.  I do.

ANGELES OPERATIONS:  Yeah.
ANGELA OPERATIONS: They have -- ask because she had a thing of them. Just take this one.

///
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ANGELA OPERATIONS: Log on. Log on. Log on. It used to be you’d just be able to pull it. Now you have to have a special password.

(b) (6) Oh, really? (Inaudible.)

ANGELA OPERATIONS: Yeah.

(b) (6) Do -- do you go like the (inaudible), is that what you do, or --

ANGELA OPERATIONS: No. I go to -- no. I go to (inaudible) Forest -- I mean, yeah, Forest Service Fire Management Mitigation --

(b) (6) Okay.

ANGELA OPERATIONS: -- where we input them.

(b) (6) Oh. Okay.

ANGELA OPERATIONS: I guess you could pull it from (inaudible) but I -- I --

(b) (6) You know what, but, I mean, we’re the ones that are actually on fire (inaudible) --

///
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ANGELA OPERATIONS: I know.

(b) (6) (Inaudible.)
ANGELES OPERATIONS: I know. I feel so bad for them.

ANGELES OPERATIONS: I hope. I hope. I hope. I hope that -- that they could get in there and, I mean, they actually took things out of there. Because had like a plethora of those, and they have all kinds of --

ANGELES OPERATIONS: 31 and 34.

Okay. Thank you very much.

ANGELES OPERATIONS: Okay. Where -- which area are you going to be in, Area 7.

Okay. Thanks.

Hey, have a good day.

Yeah.

Bye.

(No audio recorded.)

ANGELES OPERATIONS: Angeles Operations.

MALE CALLER: (Inaudible.)
ANGELES OPERATIONS: You’d have to call him on the phone that he’s near.

MALE CALLER: Okay. Is that 2707?

ANGELES OPERATIONS: Actually, I would call him on his cell phone.

MALE CALLER: Okay. What’s the number?

ANGELES OPERATIONS: -- wait, wait, wait. Yeah, . He just lit up and stepped outside, so --


ANGELES OPERATIONS: Okay.

CALLER: Thanks.

ANGELES OPERATIONS: Bye-bye.

ANGELES OPERATIONS: Angeles Operations.

CHIEF 1: Hey, Good morning, there. How you doing?

ANGELES OPERATIONS: Hello?

CHIEF 1: can you hear me okay?

ANGELES OPERATIONS: You’re echoing a little bit.

CHIEF 1: Could you have -- it’s Chief 1. Could you have Captain 18 call my cell phone?

ANGELES OPERATIONS: Chief 1, who’s that?

CHIEF 1: Captain 18 call Chief 1 on his cell.

ANGELES OPERATIONS: Captain 18. Copy. Thanks.
CHIEF 1: Thanks, \( \text{(b)(6)} \)

ANGELAS OPERATIONS: You’re welcome.

///
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ANGELAS OPERATIONS: Angeles Operations. Hello?

Yeah. Is this -- is this Angeles Dispatch?

ANGELAS OPERATIONS: Yes. May I help you?

Yeah. This is Engine 46.

ANGELAS OPERATIONS: Uh-huh.

We’re up at -- we’re up at Texas Canyon. We just got assignments.

ANGELAS OPERATIONS: Okay.

And I was wondering if you guys got our E number for us yet?

ANGELAS OPERATIONS: And you went to Texas Canyon already?

Yeah. We just -- we were actually assigned to Texas Canyon Fire Station.

ANGELAS OPERATIONS: Correct.

And we just -- we just got a call -- or they -- they got a call from dispatch there that -- that we’re going to Chilao Fire Station, contact up there. And we’re just wondering if you have an E number for us?

ANGELAS OPERATIONS: What do you mean E number? For -- to go to Chilao?
Yeah. They said give you guys a call. You guys were working on an E number for us.

ANGELES OPERATIONS: To get assigned to Chilao? But you’re assigned to Texas Canyon? Hold on a sec.

Well, we got a call --

ANGELES OPERATIONS: Hold --

-- from dispatch --

ANGELES OPERATIONS: Hold on. --

-- and --

ANGELES OPERATIONS: -- hold on a second. Okay?

Okay.

ANGELES OPERATIONS: Hold on.

ANGELES OPERATIONS: (b) (6)

Yeah.

ANGELES OPERATIONS: Okay. It’s going -- you’re E number is going to be E806.

E806?

ANGELES OPERATIONS: Correct.

Okay. And I was also wondering if you got an S number for a hotel that we stayed at last night. Did you get something for us for that?

ANGELES OPERATIONS: Okay. We’ll work -- we’ll work on that.
ANGELES OPERATIONS: We'll work --

That's all. Okay. I'll --

ANGELES OPERATIONS: We'll call you --

Are you going to be --

ANGELES OPERATIONS: -- on the radio.

Okay.

ANGELES OPERATIONS: Okay?

Sounds good.

ANGELES OPERATIONS: Okay.

Thank you.

ANGELES OPERATIONS: You're welcome.

Thank you. Bye.

---
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ANGELES OPERATIONS: Angeles Operations.

CAPTAIN Hi. My name is Captain I'm calling from Marine (inaudible) Helicopter Squadron in Camp Pendleton, California.

ANGELES OPERATIONS: Uh-huh.

CAPTAIN I have a question for you about the CFR 7792 for La Canada fire.

ANGELES OPERATIONS: Hold on real quick. Hold on.

CAPTAIN No problem.

This is
CAPTAIN: Hi, My name is Captain. I’m calling from Marine (inaudible) Helicopter Squadron 267 in Camp Pendleton, California. I have a question for you about the CFR 7792.

Okay.

CAPTAIN: I’m trying to fly from between Hope and the Rose Bowl before I head south through Los Angeles for the (inaudible) route.

Uh-huh.

CAPTAIN: And I was wondering, if I stay south of the 210 freeway can avoid your TFR (inaudible) that airspace?

Hold on just a moment.

///
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ANGELES OPERATIONS: You know, I’m going to give you the number for the air ops branch director and have you talk directly to him.

CAPTAIN: Okay.

ANGELES OPERATIONS: And his name is as in.

CAPTAIN: Okay.

ANGELES OPERATIONS: Area code (805) 551-6422.

CAPTAIN: Okay. Thank you very much.

ANGELES OPERATIONS: Thank you. Bye-bye.

///
ENGINE 11: Hi. Is available?

ANGELES OPERATIONS: She’s not here right now. Could I take a message?

ENGINE 11: Okay. No. This is actually Engine 11. We’re out of Arizona. We have -- apparently we have a resource order for the mission fire. And I wasn’t sure if we needed to stop in there and grab it or if we needed to find out where check-in is at the -- at the ITC or what?

ANGELES OPERATIONS: For which fire, the -- the Station Fire?

ENGINE 11: The miss -- or mission fire -- or Station Fire. Yeah, Station Fire.

ANGELES OPERATIONS: Yeah. Yeah. Okay. You know what, hold on real quick. So you guys aren’t -- you guys aren’t here yet?

ENGINE 11: We are here. Well, we’ve been with the Green Valley Ranger Station. We’ve been tagging with them. So we were told to -- that we had resource orders for that --

ANGELES OPERATIONS: Oh, you guys -- you guys have resource order? Yeah. You know what, if you got a resource order, go ahead and check in with the ICP.
ENGINE 11: Okay.

ANGELES OPERATIONS: And you -- and you know where that’s at?

ENGINE 11: No. No idea.

ANGELES OPERATIONS: It’s at the -- the Hansen Dam, 11850 Foothill Boulevard.

ENGINE 11: Hold on. Foothill Boulevard?

ANGELES OPERATIONS: Yeah.

ENGINE 11: (Inaudible.) What town is that in?

ANGELES OPERATIONS: In Sylmar.

ENGINE 11: Sylmar?

ANGELES OPERATIONS: Yes. And what -- what -- which -- are you by the 5 Freeway?

ENGINE 11: We are by the 14.

ANGELES OPERATIONS: Oh, the 14. Okay. So what you’re going to do is you’re going to take the 14 South --

ENGINE 11: Okay.

ANGELES OPERATIONS: -- and you’re going to -- you’re going to hit the 5 South.

ENGINE 11: Okay.

ANGELES OPERATIONS: And then as soon as you get on the 5 South you’re going to see the 210 East.

ENGINE 11: Okay.

ANGELES OPERATIONS: Then you’re going to jump on the 210 East, and a couple exits down is the exit, Osborne.
ENGINE 11: Okay.

ANGELES OPERATIONS: You’re going to -- yeah.

ENGINE 11: Okay.

ANGELES OPERATIONS: And then you’re going to get off. There’s going to be some cones on that exit, but if -- if -- fire personnel, you can just go to the right of those cones.

ENGINE 11: Okay.

ANGELES OPERATIONS: And -- and as soon as you get off that exit you make -- you’ll see everybody right there. You just make a right and the -- and the -- there it is, right there.

ENGINE 11: Okay. And we also have -- we have our traveling time and our time from yesterday, and we haven’t found anyone that can sign for it yet.

ANGELES OPERATIONS: What is it --

ENGINE 11: So I don’t know --

ANGELES OPERATIONS: -- your -- your travel time?

ENGINE 11: Yeah. Well, our travel here to -- to -- well, obviously, to here. And then from yesterday’s time, too. No one -- the guys at the Green Valley, no one there could sign it. So --

ANGELES OPERATIONS: Okay. Travel time. I’m pretty sure that -- well, check with the ICP.

ENGINE 11: Okay.

ANGELES OPERATIONS: And if -- if they can’t help you then
call us and -- and we’ll -- we’ll try to --

ENGINE 11: Okay.

ANGELES OPERATIONS: -- direct you to the right direction.

ENGINE 11: Okay. So we don’t need to go by there then.

All right.

ANGELES OPERATIONS: Well, you know what, let -- let me
double check, though. Let me -- let me --

ENGINE 11: Okay.

ANGELES OPERATIONS: Hold on. Stand by real quick on
that.

ENGINE 11: No. That’s fine.

///
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ANGELES OPERATIONS: Hello?

ENGINE 11: Yeah.

ANGELES OPERATIONS: Yeah.

ENGINE 11: I’m here.

ANGELES OPERATIONS: Yeah. Stand by because we’re -- we
think we -- you might have to check in at a different location,
so stand by. We’re checking on that. Okay?

ENGINE 11: Okay. That’s --


ENGINE 11: -- not a big deal.

ANGELES OPERATIONS: Okay.

///
ENGINE 11: Hello?

ANGELES OPERATIONS: Hey, let -- let me get your contact number because we’re -- we’re going to -- we’re going to double check before we --

ENGINE 11: Okay.

ANGELES OPERATIONS: -- send you out. What --

ENGINE 11: Okay.

ANGELES OPERATIONS: What’s your contact number?

ENGINE 11: Well, stand by. I -- I’m calling on the office number.

ANGELES OPERATIONS: Okay.

ENGINE 11: So it’s --

ANGELES OPERATIONS: Well, where -- where you’re at, I think we could track that down. Green -- was it grass -- Green Valley?

ENGINE 11: We were at Green Valley. We actually headed in towards -- towards you guys, the -- on the 14. And we’re on the 14 and I think kind of near the mall. I think that’s where we’re at right now.

ANGELES OPERATIONS: All right.

ENGINE 11: Yeah. We just went to (inaudible).

ANGELES OPERATIONS: Oh. Okay. You got a cell number?

ENGINE 11: Yeah. I’ll -- I’ll give you -- I’ll give you my contact number right now --
ANGELES OPERATIONS: Yeah.

ENGINE 11: -- if you’re ready to copy.

ANGELES OPERATIONS: Okay. Ready.

ENGINE 11: Okay. All right. (b)(6) --

ANGELES OPERATIONS: (b) (6) --

ENGINE 11: -- [b] [6] --

ANGELES OPERATIONS: -- (b) [6] --

ENGINE 11: -- (b) [6].

ANGELES OPERATIONS: -- (b) (6). Yeah. We’ll -- we’ll give you a call in just -- in -- in a few. We just want to double check because --

ENGINE 11: Okay. No.

ANGELES OPERATIONS: -- the -- the --

ENGINE 11: I appreciate it. Yeah.

ANGELES OPERATIONS: Okay?

ENGINE 11: We’re -- just want to make sure we’re doing everything right.

ANGELES OPERATIONS: Yeah. No.

ENGINE 11: Thank you, sir.

ANGELES OPERATIONS: You are. Okay. We’ll call you back --

ENGINE 11: Okay.

ANGELES OPERATIONS: -- in a minute. Okay.

ENGINE 11: Thank you.

ANGELES OPERATIONS: Bye.
ENGINE 11: Bye.

///

ANGELES OPERATIONS: Angeles Operations.

(b)(6) Hey, this is (b)(6) Are you guys looking for me?

ANGELES OPERATIONS: Hold on.

///

FEMALE CALLER: Hi, (b)(6)

(b)(6) Hi.

FEMALE CALLER: (b)(6) --

(b)(6) What’s up?

FEMALE CALLER: (b)(6) would like a telephone call ASAP.

(b)(6) (Inaudible.) Got you.

ANGELES OPERATIONS: Yeah. It’s like why he didn’t tell anyone to call you, I don’t know. But, oh, well.

(b)(6) Well, I haven’t a clue.


(b)(6) Bye.

///

ANGELES OPERATIONS: Angeles Operations.

MALE CALLER: Hey, can I talk to (b)(6)

ANGELES OPERATIONS: Sure. Hold on.

///
ANGELUS OPERATIONS: Angeles Operations.

Hi. My name We had (inaudible) from down in the Big Tujunga area.

ANGELUS OPERATIONS: I’m sorry.

---

ANGELUS OPERATIONS: You’d have to call the public affairs office. This is a dispatch floor and we’re not really doing much coordination. We’re just dispatching.

So call dispatching -- or that’s public --

ANGELUS OPERATIONS: Public affairs. And the number is (626) 821-6700, or the Crescenta Valley Sheriffs Station, because they’re actually in charge of all the evacuations.

Okay. Wait a minute. The public affairs, what was the last four?

ANGELUS OPERATIONS: 6700. And they should be able to tell you.

Okay.

ANGELUS OPERATIONS: If not --

Thank you.

ANGELUS OPERATIONS: If not, then the Crescenta Valley Sheriffs would be able to.

What’s that, Crescenta Valley Sheriff’s?

ANGELUS OPERATIONS: Uh-huh.
Okay.

ANGELES OPERATIONS: Okay.

(b) (6) Thank you.

ANGELES OPERATIONS: You’re welcome.

Hey,

ANGELES OPERATIONS: Hi.

(b) (6) I have a question for you.

ANGELES OPERATIONS: Uh-huh.

The Type VI engine that’s up at Green Valley --

ANGELES OPERATIONS: Uh-huh.

-- is that a (inaudible) six (inaudible) Engine 11?

ANGELES OPERATIONS: Let me -- Green Valley. Yes. That would be it.

So -- okay. So they’re coming --

ANGELES OPERATIONS: It’s with 237.

Okay. So we have 11 at Green Valley, 46 on the Tonto (phonetic) at Exit Canyon (phonetic) --

ANGELES OPERATIONS: Correct.

-- and the Tokanino (phonetic) 24, the --

I’ve got 424, but it could be 24.
Okay. I think it’s 24.

ANGELES OPERATIONS: It could be.

I don’t know.

ANGELES OPERATIONS: It -- it --

ANGELES OPERATIONS: It probably is. They probably dropped the four part.

Got you.

ANGELES OPERATIONS: Okay.

All right. Okay. Yeah, (phonetic) was calling. I just wanted to make sure I gave him the right numbers to call.

ANGELES OPERATIONS: Yeah. And we have telephone numbers for all them, too, if you need those.

Okay. Well, I don’t think I can get 11. I got all -- I got the other two. And I guess is going to try to pull them over to the fire up at Chilao.

ANGELES OPERATIONS: Oh.

Yeah.

ANGELES OPERATIONS: Yeah. Because the fire is (inaudible) good job of thinking that he’s important.

Yeah.
ANGELES OPERATIONS: If you don’t think that, and -- and (inaudible) house are important and the station is not important, how about the first ranger station in California?

Uh-huh.

ANGELES OPERATIONS: It’s sitting up there.

Yeah.

ANGELES OPERATIONS: So --

There’s -- there’s -- we’re -- we’re taking care of that ourselves.

ANGELES OPERATIONS: I know. But --

I just gave ops some stuff that we’re not supposed to be using anymore.

ANGELES OPERATIONS: Yeah. I know.

So -- yeah. No. That should be taken care of, so --

ANGELES OPERATIONS: Okay. All right.

All right.

ANGELES OPERATIONS: Cool.

Thanks, You’re welcome.

All right.

ANGELES OPERATIONS: Bye-bye.

Bye.
ANGELES OPERATIONS: Angeles Operations.

Hey, was trying to get a hold of me.

ANGELES OPERATIONS: I don’t know. Maybe.

This is

ANGELES OPERATIONS: Okay. Hold on a sec.

Okay.

Hey,

Hey,

Okay. L.A. County is putting out a TC --

Uh-huh.

-- at North Lake Hughes Road between Morris Springs (phonetic), Fish Canyon. (Inaudible) and Morris Springs we have.

Okay. 32 and 35, or 237.

Lipton (phonetic) 37?

No. Patrol.

Which one? Oh, who have we got there? Patrol 31?

Yeah. 32 should be on. Patrol 31 is on.

Uh-huh.

And 237.

Okeydoke.

All right?

Thanks.
Okay.

ANGELES OPERATIONS: Bye.

Hey, (b) (6)

Yeah?

Yeah. Did you say 31?

No. 32.

Just 32?

32 and 237.

237.

Yeah. 237 will come around the top, and 32 will come in the bottom.


Okay.

Thanks.

All right. Bye.

Hey, this is (b) (6)

Who's this?

This is (b) (6)

Hey, (b) (6)

How you doing?

Hey, pretty good.

Do get the incident numbers?
ANGELUS OPERATIONS: For which one?

Incident No. 3686.

ANGELUS OPERATIONS: 3686?

Uh-huh.

ANGELUS OPERATIONS: Let me see. Let me check.

(Inaudible.)

ANGELUS OPERATIONS: The -- the (b)(7)(A)?

--

ANGELUS OPERATIONS: Yeah.

(inaudible)?

ANGELUS OPERATIONS: Yeah. What did -- what did you need, the --

I wanted to add some stuff to it.

ANGELUS OPERATIONS: Okay.

Okay. Just add the Forest Service incident numbers.

ANGELUS OPERATIONS: Okay. I got that. I’m -- I’m on the log.

Okay. So not -- not your guys’ incident number, the Forest Service incident number. So the incident --

actually, put incident report number.

ANGELUS OPERATIONS: Okay.

That’s (inaudible).

ANGELUS OPERATIONS: Go ahead.

917 --
ANELES OPERATIONS:  917 --
-- 17 -- 1752.

ANELES OPERATIONS:  Okay.  So incident report --

ANELES OPERATIONS:  -- number?

Report number is 9171752.

ANELES OPERATIONS:  Okay.  I got it.

ANELES OPERATIONS:  All right.

Thanks, (b) (6).

ANELES OPERATIONS:  No problem.  All right.

Bye.

ANELES OPERATIONS:  Bye.

Hey, this is 3 King 3.  I'm the one that just checked in with you guys?

ANELES OPERATIONS:  Yeah.  What's your name?

Hey, my name is (b) (6), alias (b) (6), and Canine (b) (6).

ANELES OPERATIONS:  Really?  How cool.

Yeah.  Normally (b) (6) and I, the other officer who checks in with you, 16, 1-6 Edward 3, okay --

-- we’ll go by Edward 3 and King 3. That will save on confusion. How about that?

ANGELES OPERATIONS: Yeah.

Edward 3 and King 3. But --

ANGELES OPERATIONS: Well, actually, I have -- do we have an Edward? No.

You don’t have --

ANGELES OPERATIONS: We don’t have an Edward 3.

-- an Edward 3 they said.

ANGELES OPERATIONS: Yeah.

So --

ANGELES OPERATIONS: Yeah.

And then his name is (b)(6), with a (b)(6), (b)(6), (b)(6), (b)(6), (b)(6), (b)(6), (b)(6).

ANGELES OPERATIONS: Okay.

And we’re going to be up in the San Gabriel Valley Canyon, all that up there.

ANGELES OPERATIONS: San Gabriel Canyon. Okay.

Yeah. We’re going to be up there enforcing the order.

ANGELES OPERATIONS: Okay.

Okay?

ANGELES OPERATIONS: All right.

Now --

ANGELES OPERATIONS: I’m sorry. Our -- our radios kind of
suck to begin with.

Yeah. I was --

ANGELES OPERATIONS: I -- I just couldn’t --

-- figuring that out.

ANGELES OPERATIONS: Yeah. I just called 1 Charlie 1. I said, “do you have a list of the people you have so I can at least guess at what” --

Well --

ANGELES OPERATIONS: -- “who I’m supposedly talking to?”

-- you just ask us, it’s in and out. But we thought we’d call and introduce ourselves. Normally we would stop by, but you’re on the other side of the mountain, I hear.

ANGELES OPERATIONS: I know.

So --

ANGELES OPERATIONS: Yeah. We’re land scatter.

But -- but I know where the nearest animal hospital is right here, just down the street, so far as the canine. I mean, he’ll be fine, but it’s hot here and stuff, just in case.

ANGELES OPERATIONS: Yeah.

I know where the hospital is and all that, but we’ll ask you if we get stuck.

And then right now we’re -- we may do some radio tests on the way up because we’re unfamiliar, plus I don’t have a mobile unit that has your bank in it. I can hear you guys
but I can’t transmit. So I’m working on that with your radio
guy,

ANGELES OPERATIONS: Yeah.

I’ll be working again tomorrow.

ANGELES OPERATIONS: Yeah.

Okay. But I have my portable set up. But
we’ll -- we’ll do some radio tests on the way up. Just bear
with us. Okay?

ANGELES OPERATIONS: Okay. Well, the best in -- in San
Gabriel Canyon, if you can’t go direct the best thing to do is
hit Pine, which I think is --

Nine or three, they said.

ANGELES OPERATIONS: Okay. Nine or three. And that’s
probably Pine and --

Pine --

ANGELES OPERATIONS: -- and -- and Hawkins, that --

Yeah. That -- I’m looking. We got a little
list here.

ANGELES OPERATIONS: Or Santiago.

We’re (inaudible).

(Inaudible.)

Nine is Pine Mountain. Okay.

ANGELES OPERATIONS: Yeah.

Nine is Pine Mountain and three is Hawkins.

ANGELES OPERATIONS: Yeah. Hawkins is -- is literally at
the very top of the canyon. If you have a map, it’s just above Crystal Lake.

Okay. The very top --

ANGELES OPERATIONS: And Pine --

-- of the street.

ANGELES OPERATIONS: And Pine --

Okay.

ANGELES OPERATIONS: And Pine sits kind of overlooking --

Down low.

ANGELES OPERATIONS: -- over -- kind of overlooking Rincon, so it kind shoots through the whole --

Okay.

ANGELES OPERATIONS: -- East Fork area.

And then your Edward 19 just told us that 2 is the best down here in the city, (inaudible) 2?

ANGELES OPERATIONS: Actually --

Yeah.

ANGELES OPERATIONS: -- if you’re down in the city just go direct. You’ll hit Arcadia.

Yeah. See?

ANGELES OPERATIONS: A lot of times --

We got -- we got you.

ANGELES OPERATIONS: -- direct --

Yeah.

ANGELES OPERATIONS: And we actually prefer you to try it
direct because then we don’t have to try --

“Inaudible.”

ANGELES OPERATIONS: -- guess where you’re going back off of.

Sweet. Okay. Because I could do direct. I just -- my repeater function is he can’t program it for something that’s disabled. So --

ANGELES OPERATIONS: Yeah. Just -- just try direct right off the bat.

Try that first.

ANGELES OPERATIONS: Yeah.

Hey, what is your --

ANGELES OPERATIONS: Because sometimes --

What is your name?

ANGELES OPERATIONS: Thank you so much --

ANGELES OPERATIONS: Yeah. And then --

-- for your help.

ANGELES OPERATIONS: And then and are in here, too.

ANGELES OPERATIONS: Yeah.

Okay. Because I’m the type that will probably call in after (inaudible) just -- just -- if I think there’s any question. Okay?
ANGELES OPERATIONS:  Okay.  Great.

Yeah.  And also for useful information.

So -- okay.

ANGELES OPERATIONS:  Yeah.  You’ve got your dog with you.

That’s cool.

Yeah.  Well, maybe on the way out will show me where you guys are at and we’ll all -- he can just point it out and I’ll stop by and introduce you, so --

ANGELES OPERATIONS:  Okay.  Great.

Okay?

ANGELES OPERATIONS:  Great.

Thank you, very much.


Okay.  Bye-bye.

///

c2727_02_09_2009_125908

MALE CALLER:  Hey.

Hey.

MALE CALLER:  wanted you to tell me to call him so he could tell me that you wanted the LAO’s (phonetic) names and all the numbers?

Oh, my gosh.  Okay.  So are you the one who has all the names and numbers?

MALE CALLER:  You got it, baby.
MALE CALLER: Do you want me to put it on an e-mail and e-mail it to you, or do you just want me to tell you over the phone?

Either way, whichever is fastest for you or easiest for you.

MALE CALLER: What’s easiest for you?

It doesn’t matter. I can write or I can print out an e-mail.

MALE CALLER: Okay. I’ll do the e-mail real quick and then I’ll have it, too.

ANGELES OPERATIONS: Okay. Great.

MALE CALLER: Uh-huh.

ANGELES OPERATIONS: Okay.

MALE CALLER: Bye.

ANGELES OPERATIONS: Bye-bye.

ANGELES OPERATIONS: Angeles Operations.

ENGINE 46: Yeah. This is Catano (phonetic) Engine 46. You guys were calling?

ANGELES OPERATIONS: Who’s this?

ENGINE 46: This is Arizona Catano Engine 46.

ANGELES OPERATIONS: Arizona 46?

ENGINE 46: Yeah.
ANGELIES OPERATIONS: Yeah. Hold on. has some
information for you. Hold on.

ENGINE 46: Okay.

ENGINE 46: 46?

ENGINE 46: Yeah.

ENGINE 46: Okay. This is I know you’ve got the --
you know you’ve been reassigned, okay; right?

ENGINE 46: Yeah.

ENGINE 46: You called earlier?

ENGINE 46: We’re actually -- yeah.

ENGINE 46: Okay.

ENGINE 46: We’re at the --

Listen, you’re -- you’re en route right now?

Okay. You got a hold of Battalion 31?

ENGINE 46: Yeah. Yeah. He gave us instructions. We’re
on the Angeles Forest Highway right now.

ENGINE 46: Uh-huh.

ENGINE 46: Going up to Upper Bit Tujunga.

ENGINE 46: Okay. That’s the instructions he gave you?
ENGINE 46: Yeah. And then we’re going to go on the --
take a left on Big Tujunga, and then left on Angeles Crest
Highway. And then we’ll --

(b) (6) Okay.

ENGINE 46: -- (inaudible).

(b) (6) We -- okay. Whatever instructions he gave you.

Also, I was going to tell you, okay, you got your E number,
806; right?

ENGINE 46: Yes. E806.

(b) (6) Okay. That’s it. And I’m going to put en route
to Chilao right now, and I’ve committed you to the Station
Fire.

ENGINE 46: Okay. Yeah.

(b) (6) All right.

ENGINE 46: And one other thing.

(b) (6) Put you -- yeah?

ENGINE 46: Can we get a number for our hotel number, S
number for the hotel?

(b) (6) You’re going to -- we’re -- I’m going to ask --
I’m going to have to go to expanded for that.

ENGINE 46: Okay.

(b) (6) I can’t do it here. It’s going to be --

ENGINE 46: All right.

(b) (6) -- expanded. (Inaudible.) We’ve got expanded

going on right now. We don’t do that here on the floor for
dispatch.

ENGINE 46: Okay. So just give expanded a call and then I’ll -- they’ll let me know?

Yeah, if you can for me. I’m -- you know, what’s your name?

ENGINE 46: That’s right. I forgot, 

ENGINE 46: Oh, no problem. Yeah. I called in -- I called in earlier when we were en route and --

 Uh-huh.

ENGINE 46: -- got our E number and all that, so --

Okeydoke.

ENGINE 46: What -- what -- what repeater are we going to be using up here?

For Chilao it will be Josephine.

ENGINE 46: Josephine?

Yeah. Josephine or -- or -- either Josephine or Waterman.

ENGINE 46: Waterman?

Yeah. Tone 7 or Tone 1.

ENGINE 46: Okay.

Tone 1 -- Tone 1 or Tone 7.

ENGINE 46: Great.

Okeydoke.

ENGINE 46: Sounds good.
Okay.

ENGINE 46: Do you want us to give you a call when we get up to --

Yes.

ENGINE 46: -- Chilao?

Yes.

ENGINE 46: Okay.

Yes.

ENGINE 46: Sounds good.

Thanks.

ENGINE 46: Yeah. Thank you.

Bye.

ENGINE 46: Bye.

ANGELES OPERATIONS: Angeles Operations.

ENGINE 24: Yeah. Hi. This is Covina Engine 24.

ANGELES OPERATIONS: Yes.

ENGINE 24: And I was wondering, I guess the (inaudible) is broken up here at Valamo (phonetic).

ANGELES OPERATIONS: Oh. Okay.

ENGINE 24: I think she was going to -- or somebody was going to fax us our orders.

ANGELES OPERATIONS: Uh-huh.

ENGINE 24: But you should e-mail us, as well, to --
ANGELES OPERATIONS: E-mail it to where?

ENGINE 24: E-mail it to (b)(6) (phonetic).

ANGELES OPERATIONS: And is his e-mail (b)(6)?

ENGINE 24: (b)(6). Yeah.

ANGELES OPERATIONS: And you’re getting reassigned to?

ENGINE 24: We are getting reassigned to Chilao.

ANGELES OPERATIONS: Oh. Okay. He may not actually -- let me -- let me have you talk to him, because I don’t know if he has that in rosts or if that’s just an --

ENGINE 24: He told me -- he just -- I just talked to him --

ANGELES OPERATIONS: Uh-huh.

ENGINE 24: -- a couple minutes ago.

ANGELES OPERATIONS: Uh-huh. And what did he say?

ENGINE 24: He’s reassigning us to Chilao.

ANGELES OPERATIONS: Yeah. I know. But if you’re already on -- on -- see, I don’t know if that’s a rosts order.

ENGINE 24: He told me -- he told me he went back to order, to -- to Valamo.

ANGELES OPERATIONS: Okay.

ENGINE 24: (Inaudible.)

ANGELES OPERATIONS: Why don’t you hold on and I’ll have you talk to (b)(6) Why don’t you hold on.
c2727_02_09_2009_131632

ENGINE 24: Hello?

MALE CALLER: Hello. (Inaudible.) Hello? Is this [b](b) ?

ENGINE 24: Yeah.

MALE CALLER: Okay. We’re going to e-mail it to you right now. Okay?

ENGINE 24: Okay. E-mail it to [b](b). That’s my --

MALE CALLER: E-mail it to [b](b).

ENGINE 24: Yeah.

MALE CALLER: Okay. We got it. Now did you call Battalion 31?

ENGINE 24: I called his phone. No answer. So I figured I’ll get that order in and I’ll try to get him on the radio.

MALE CALLER: Okay. All right. Just -- just make sure you call him, though, because he’s got instructions for all the engines that are going up there. Okay?

ENGINE 24: Okay.

MALE CALLER: All right. Thanks, [b](b)

ENGINE 24: Yeah.

MALE CALLER: Bye-bye.

ENGINE 24: Bye-bye.

///
c2727_02_09_2009_131743
ANGELES OPERATIONS: Angeles Operations.  

Hey, can I talk to [Redacted] please?

ANGELES OPERATIONS: Sure. Hold on.

///

c2727_02_09_2009_140419

ANGELES OPERATIONS: Angeles Operations. Hello?

ENGINE 11: Hello?

ANGELES OPERATIONS: Hello. Hi.

ENGINE 11: Hello. This is Engine -- Engine 11 with [Redacted] National Forest.

ANGELES OPERATIONS: Hey, what’s up, [Redacted] Is this

ENGINE 11: Hey, yeah, [Redacted] Okay. It’s someone I knew, or at least I already talked to you. We -- yeah.

ANGELES OPERATIONS: What’s up, man?

ENGINE 11: We’ve been trying to get a hold of Battalion 31 and couldn’t get a hold of him. But we’re going to head up to chiloa (sic) recreation area.

ANGELES OPERATIONS: Yeah. Chilao.

ENGINE 11: Chilao. Okay. Chilao Recreation Area. (Inaudible) our instructions for now, but we couldn’t get a

ANGELES OPERATIONS: Okay.

ENGINE 11: We’re just going to head that way and let you guys that’s where we’re headed.
ANGELES OPERATIONS: Yeah. Okay. When -- when -- when you get there call -- call us back and let you know -- let us know you got there.

ENGINE 11: Okay.

ANGELES OPERATIONS: All right?

ENGINE 11: (b)(6) do. I appreciate it. Thanks, sir.

ANGELES OPERATIONS: All right. No problem. All right.


ANGELES OPERATIONS: Angeles Operations.

CALLER: Hi. Can I talk to one of the dispatchers? Is this one of the apprentices?

ANGELES OPERATIONS: Yes, it is. Hold on.

CALLER: Where are those guys?

CALLER: (Inaudible.)

CALLER: (Inaudible.)

Can I help you?

CALLER: Yeah. Is this (b)(6)

This is (b)(6)
CALLER: Hi, (b)(6) Could you call Captain 16 and ask him to give me a call on my cell?

(b)(6) I can do that.

CALLER: Thank you, (b)(6)


///

c2727_02_09_2009_154638

ANGELES OPERATIONS: Angeles Operations.

MALE CALLER: Hi. Could you give me the number for the supervisor in expanded?

ANGELES OPERATIONS: A supervisor in expanded? Hold on.

///

c2727_02_09_2009_131940

(b)(6) Hello.

(b)(6) Hello. I have it.

(b)(6) Okay. Good.

(b)(6) The boss.

(b)(6) Huh?

(b)(6) The boss.

(b)(6) The boss. That’s -- that’s fine. She’s kind of short like that guy, you know?

ANGELES OPERATIONS: Huh? Okay.

(b)(6) As short as the captain.

ANGELES OPERATIONS: So I -- so I have the boss and -- is
this all you have?

(inaudible.)

ANGELES OPERATIONS: Yeah. You and (Phonetic). And what’s (Phonetic)?

That’s (Phonetic). I forgot. And (Phonetic)

Uh-huh.

ANGELES OPERATIONS: And Ish (phonetic) and (Phonetic).

Yeah.

ANGELES OPERATIONS: And --

And four people from (inaudible).

ANGELES OPERATIONS: Wait. What’s her first name?

(Phonetic). And she’s an Alpha. I mean, she has -- she’s a canine unit.

That’s why she’s 3 King 3.

ANGELES OPERATIONS: She told me she’d go by Edward 3.

But anyhow -- and (Phonetic)?

Well, maybe she doesn’t have her dog with her.

ANGELES OPERATIONS: No, she does have her dog. Because she wanted to find out where there were animal hospitals, if needed.

Oh. Okay.

ANGELES OPERATIONS: She said she had one but she’d get to
it if she needed another one.

And then (b) (6) (phonetic) and (b) (6). Okay. And where is (b) (6)
(b) (6) is not one of (inaudible).

ANGELES OPERATIONS: (b) (6) (b) (6)?

 Angeleges OPERATIONS: He’s an agent.

ANGELES OPERATIONS: I know. But he said (b) (7)(A)

(b) (6) He is.

ANGELES OPERATIONS: And he even went in service.

(b) (6) Oh. Well, that’s cool.

ANGELES OPERATIONS: He’s like --

(b) (6) Okay.

ANGELES OPERATIONS: -- something or other King -- no.

Yeah. Something or other --

(b) (6) David something, probably.

ANGELES OPERATIONS: -- King 19 -- oh, yeah, something or other David 1971, whatever.

(b) (6) Yeah. Good luck with that.

ANGELES OPERATIONS: Yeah. Well, I remember the 1971 part because it was -- like that was the year I had fun in high school.

(b) (6) Oh, I see.

ANGELES OPERATIONS: And the king part because --

(b) (6) Oh, yeah. That’s probably him then, I guess.

Yeah.

ANGELES OPERATIONS: All right.

Because I -- I just wanted to book the LEOs. I know you didn’t care about the -- I -- we didn’t even talk about the agents.

ANGELES OPERATIONS: Yeah. Well, it’s kind of funny --

So just (inaudible)?

ANGELES OPERATIONS: -- because we have -- because we have -- we have somebody named -- no --,

and he must be like one of those super sloops because the Cleveland doesn’t know him but he’s in their database. But then again, so is (phonetic).

Yeah.

ANGELES OPERATIONS: And they probably don’t know who he -- who he is either.

Well, is retired.

ANGELES OPERATIONS: He -- he retired?

Yeah.

ANGELES OPERATIONS: Really? Wow.

Yeah.

ANGELES OPERATIONS: I didn’t hear that. I just heard that he got the job about a year or two ago, whatever it was.

Yeah. (Inaudible.) He got the job and he hung out for a couple years, and then that was it.
ANGELA OPERATIONS: Well, he’s still in the database.

Huh. Oh, well.

ANGELA OPERATIONS: Because I went to go see -- figure out who -- what other LEOs would have that same -- it’s 02-50 as their provider. So this -- maybe this guy is the new -- do you know who the new [redacted] is?

I think it’s [redacted] something.

ANGELA OPERATIONS: Oh. Okay. So it’s not [redacted]?

No.

ANGELA OPERATIONS: But it’s funny that they don’t know who -- I mean, he’s in their database and they don’t even know who he is.

Well, [redacted], actually, I heard some of the guys from Region 8 just came out here to do some hydro thing. And he’s --

ANGELA OPERATIONS: Oh. So he’s probably -- he’s probably the new guy down there and they just don’t know him yet.

Right.

ANGELA OPERATIONS: Okay.

So -- lot’s of fun.

ANGELA OPERATIONS: Okay. Well, thanks, [redacted] Certainly.

ANGELA OPERATIONS: Okay.
And that way I got a copy of this, too, and I can remember some of these.

ANGELES OPERATIONS: Okay. All right.

You’ve got everybody else’s phone numbers anyway. That’s why I didn’t hardly ask.

ANGELES OPERATIONS: Yeah. Okay.

So -- and everybody’s on between 9 and 2400 respectively.

ANGELES OPERATIONS: Okay. Yeah. We see.

You like that phrase, respectively.

ANGELES OPERATIONS: Yeah.

All right.

ANGELES OPERATIONS: Okay.

Thank you.

ANGELES OPERATIONS: All right. Bye-bye.

Bye.

ANGELES OPERATIONS: Angeles Operations.

Hey, this is around?

ANGELES OPERATIONS: He just stepped out.

Okay. He was just trying to get me.

ANGELES OPERATIONS: Let me see.

Battalion 31.

ANGELES OPERATIONS: Yeah. I -- I think he was trying to
get a hold of you, because did you get in contact with the
cover engines?

Yeah.

ANGELES OPERATIONS: Okay. Let me -- let me -- let me put
you on hold then, when he comes back.

Okay.

ANGELES OPERATIONS: All right.

Hey, you -- were you trying to get a hold of me?

No. Actually, I was trying to get a hold of
Engine 31. I -- I haven’t talked to you since (inaudible).

Oh. Okay.

Hey, your -- your engine has been following you,
all those patrols, the three patrols that were reassigned to
Chilao?

Yeah.

Yeah. Because I gave them -- I even called them
individually and gave them specific instructions to call you.

No.

And two of them --

Yeah. I --
Two of them are en route already.

No. I -- I called them right after J2 (phonetic) talked to me and I told them that they needed to be up here at 1700 (inaudible).

Uh-huh.

So they should have all known that.

Okay.

So --

Okay.

-- I -- I talked to all the guys.

Okay. Because they were -- they were saying they were leaving messages on your phone and stuff and -- and --

Well --

-- that’s why.

-- okay.

But they -- one of them called the ICP, I think, and gave -- they -- they gave him instructions to figure how to get there, the safest way, I guess, to get there.

Oh. Okay.

Okeydoke. (Inaudible.)

All right, man. Hey, I’m -- I’m up at Chilao right now.

Oh, you are?

Yeah.

Oh, I see. Well, wait. So basically 31 would be
answering me, because it said it’s (inaudible). Huh.

Who didn’t answer?

31, because I was -- I was trying to get the location of Engine 31.

Oh, yeah.

And --

Engine 31 is sitting at the DO.

Yeah. Yeah. It says Saugus DO (phonetic). As soon as -- when I called them, they answered. But you probably heard the tail end of 1, 31, you know, something like that. That’s why.

Yeah. Exactly. Okay. That’s what it was.

Yeah. Because I just wanted to update them. That’s why.

Oh. Okay.

And now what -- what do you want to do as far as like, you know, like (inaudible) and stuff along the 5. There’s -- we got nobody out there.

Yeah. 36 is up there.

Oh, besides 36. I mean, down to the 5 on like Castaic and stuff.

Yeah. There’s (inaudible) 36 and 32, that’s a multiple --
37 and --
Yeah.
-- and the patrol?
Huh?
Even in that area on the 5 --
Yeah. Well, we --
-- on -- near the city
-- could at least probably respond one engine and a
patrol.
Okay. In the city? Okay.
Yeah.
Okeydoke.
Not down into the city-city but --
But, yeah --
Okeydoke.
-- down, you know, whatever. I mean, you know,
we -- I guess we got still uphold our deal, you know? I
mean --
Yeah.
-- we --
At least, yeah.
-- we still got this --
Sure.
-- so -- so we may as well (inaudible).
Hey, (b) (6) This is (b) (6). All right, man.

Got you.

Okay.

Bye.

See you.

Hey, I’m out of here.

Yeah. Somebody stepped right on you when you were talking.

Yeah, I know.

It’s easy for us to forget you.

Okay.

But you’re always good when you call.

Right. Right.

You’re out of service?

Right. Thank you.

All right. Bye-bye.

Bye-bye.
Hey, How are you doing? This is Angeles Operations.

Who is this? (phonetic). How you doing?

Good. How are you?

You hanging in there?

A little better.

Hey, is -- is Little still floating around there?

Yeah. is -- I think he’s in expanded right now.

If you see him could you have him call my cell phone, please?

Okay.

Thank you.

Okay. You’re welcome.

Bye.

Bye-bye.

Area code (661) --

Uh-huh.

-- 723 --

Uh-huh.
ANGELES OPERATIONS: -- 2595.

MALE CALLER: Okay. Thanks.

ANGELES OPERATIONS: Okay.

MALE CALLER: (Inaudible.)

///

c2727_02_09_2009_162936

ANGELES OPERATIONS: Angeles Operations.

(b)(6) Hi, (b)(6) It's (b)(6)

ANGELES OPERATIONS: Hi.

(b)(6) Hey, is (b)(6) still there?

ANGELES OPERATIONS: No.

(b)(6) Where did he go?

ANGELES OPERATIONS: Up on top of the tower.

(b)(6) Oh, really?

ANGELES OPERATIONS: Uh-huh.

(b)(6) That's great. How could I talk to him?

ANGELES OPERATIONS: Huh?

(b)(6) How do I get a hold of him?

ANGELES OPERATIONS: Well, I can -- actually, I see -- I see him walking -- no -- yeah -- I'm not sure. That might be him walking, maybe. No. That's not him.

He's up there escorting (b)(6) (b)(6)'s son and two little girls around to take some pictures.

(b)(6) Oh. Okay. Well, when he comes in can you have him call me at Little T? I --
ANGELES OPERATIONS: Sure can.

Hey, did Battalion -- I mean, Division 5, is he back in service to talk?

ANGELES OPERATIONS: No, that we know of. He doesn’t always tell us when he’s back in service. He usually tells us he’s out of service.

What’s that?

ANGELES OPERATIONS: He usually tells us he’s out of service at Fox, not back in service to Fox.

(Inaudible.)

ANGELES OPERATIONS: No. He’s not out of service.

Well, because he’s down here somewhere, but I don’t know where he is. And --

///

c2727_02_09_2009_162504

ANGELES OPERATIONS: Angeles Operations.

RANGER 3: Yeah. Hi. This is (phonetic), Ranger 3.

ANGELES OPERATIONS: Uh-huh.

RANGER 3: Are you able to hear me?

ANGELES OPERATIONS: I can. This is Ranger 3. Uh-huh.

RANGER 3: Okay. Yeah. I am in Area 8 en route to Area 13, and I’ll be heading up there on Big Pines Highway.

ANGELES OPERATIONS: You’re in Area 8 going to 13 on Big Pines Highway.
RANGER 3: Yeah.

ANGELES OPERATIONS: Okay.

RANGER 3: Okay. Thank you.


///

c2727_02_09_2009_163046

ANGELES OPERATIONS: Call him on the radio.

I (inaudible). I (inaudible) but --

ANGELES OPERATIONS: Call him on the radio. I will. Hold on.

Just have him call the engine (inaudible).

ANGELES OPERATIONS: Okay. Hold on.

///

c2727_02_09_2009_163126

ANGELES OPERATIONS: -- sound like a little kid on the radio.

I know, huh?

ANGELES OPERATIONS: Twenty minutes.

Okay. Twenty minutes.

ANGELES OPERATIONS: Okay. All right. Bye-bye.

Thanks,

///

c2727_02_09_2009_164900

ANGELES OPERATIONS: Angeles Operations.

FEMALE CALLER: 
FEMALE CALLER: Can you do me a favor and cancel that phone call from Division 5?

ANGELES OPERATIONS: Oh, not right now, I can’t, because he’s (inaudible).

FEMALE CALLER: Yeah, I know. After the (inaudible).

ANGELES OPERATIONS: Why don’t you just call him and leave a message on his phone, tell him to disregard?

FEMALE CALLER: Yeah. I can do that. Do you --

ANGELES OPERATIONS: Okay.

FEMALE CALLER: -- go his -- I don’t have (inaudible).

ANGELES OPERATIONS: --

FEMALE CALLER: Uh-huh.

ANGELES OPERATIONS: --

FEMALE CALLER: --

ANGELES OPERATIONS: --

FEMALE CALLER: --. Thanks, --

ANGELES OPERATIONS: You’re welcome.

FEMALE CALLER: Bye.

ANGELES OPERATIONS: Bye.
ANGELES OPERATIONS: Angeles Operations.

(inaudible), this is (phonetic).

ANGELES OPERATIONS: (b) (6)

(b) (6) Can you -- yeah. Can you give me the phone number for (b) (6)’s office?

ANGELES OPERATIONS: (b) (6) ?

(b) (6) Yeah. She’s an agent.

ANGELES OPERATIONS: Okay. Hold on. I’m going to put you on hold right now. Hold on.

(b) (6) Okay.

ANGELES OPERATIONS: Ready?

(b) (6) Yeah.

ANGELES OPERATIONS: Okay. I got -- the cell phone is area code (b) (6) --

(b) (6) Yeah.

ANGELES OPERATIONS: -- (b) (6) --

(b) (6) (b) (6).

ANGELES OPERATIONS: Yeah.

(b) (6) I think this is the office --

ANGELES OPERATIONS: It’s the --

(b) (6) -- her office number --
ANGELES OPERATIONS: Okay.

ANGELES OPERATIONS: Here --

ANGELES OPERATIONS: -- on the (inaudible) on the (inaudible).

ANGELES OPERATIONS: Okay. It's (626) --

ANGELES OPERATIONS: -- 335 --

ANGELES OPERATIONS: -- 235 --

ANGELES OPERATIONS: -- 3 -- 335 --

ANGELES OPERATIONS: -- 1251 --

ANGELES OPERATIONS: -- extension 229.

ANGELES OPERATIONS: -- 1251.

ANGELES OPERATIONS: Thank you.

ANGELES OPERATIONS: All right.

ANGELES OPERATIONS: Yeah.

ANGELES OPERATIONS: -- do you have any other way, other than the number you just gave me, of contacting her?

ANGELES OPERATIONS: Here home number.

ANGELES OPERATIONS: I used to have that until my cell got stolen.

ANGELES OPERATIONS: You need the home number?

ANGELES OPERATIONS: Yeah. I used to -- go ahead and give it to me.

ANGELES OPERATIONS: Okay. Area code --

ANGELES OPERATIONS: --
ANGELES OPERATIONS: -- (b) (6) --

And that’s for (b) (6); correct?

ANGELES OPERATIONS: Yes. And that’s -- that’s all the numbers we got.

Okay. Thank you.

ANGELES OPERATIONS: All right. No problem.

Bye.

ANGELES OPERATIONS: Angeles Operations.

Yeah. This is (b) (6). Is (b) (6) there?

ANGELES OPERATIONS: Yeah. She’s -- she’s on another line right now. You want to hold?

Yes, please.

ANGELES OPERATIONS: Okay.

Can you check on my -- what I was doing or what I -- what I left you; right?
(Inaudible) --

-- (inaudible) at 1700, and I waited until 1800 to check yours. So --

Okay.

-- yeah.

Well, are we supposed to work at 2000 tonight?

Yeah.

Okay.

But I’m supposed to check everybody’s --

everybody’s status if they -- if they’re on the --

(Inaudible.)

Yeah.

(Inaudible.) Okay. That’s fine.

Yeah.

Are we supposed to get (inaudible)? Is that --

that what I heard (inaudible) on the radio, possible --

No. I -- I -- no. I didn’t hear it, but I can print it off for you -- I mean, I can open up (inaudible).

And (inaudible).
-- (inaudible) call you (inaudible). You make me work.

Yeah.

Cloudy, then becoming mostly clear, slight chance of showers and thunderstorms in the evening. Areas of smoke. Huh, amazing. There’s going to be areas of smoke.

Yeah.

Ooh.

The sun hasn’t been visible in Santa Clarita all day.

It -- it hasn’t been visible here very much either. Yeah. Supposedly tonight --

Okay. (Inaudible.)

-- slight chance of showers and thunderstorms.

I was just going to apologize for -- and I might try to call you in a minute (inaudible) on a business call with.

Oh.

Not a problem. (Inaudible.) Not a problem at all. That’s not a problem. Hey, I don’t have a clue where you -- where you are. You could have been 20 minutes from a cell phone and --
and -- and flying down the road to call me. I don’t know.

That’s fine.

(b) (6)  Okay. Okay.

(b) (6)  Okay.

(b) (6)  You have a good evening.

(b) (6)  You too. Talk to you later.

(b) (6)  I’ll be going off service at 2000.

(b) (6)  Okeydoke.

(b) (6)  Bye-bye.

(b) (6)  Okay. Bye-bye.

///
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ANGELUS OPERATIONS: Angeles Operations.

FIREFIGHTER: I don’t know (phonetic) extension. Do you know it?

ANGELUS OPERATIONS: Hold on a second and I’ll get that list. I -- we’re just doing a shift change here and, of course --

FIREFIGHTER: Oh, who is this?

ANGELUS OPERATIONS: This is (6)

FIREFIGHTER: Hi, it’s (inaudible) 335, (6)

ANGELUS OPERATIONS: Hey, what’s up, (6)

FIREFIGHTER: I’m on the -- I’m on the Station Fire and I don’t know what my frickin’ O number is.

I’m trying to -- they keep changing the listings here. Oh.

Okay. It will be (661) 723-2592 or 2956.

**FIREFIGHTER:** 2595 or 95. Okay.

**ANGELES OPERATIONS:** Yeah.

**FIREFIGHTER:** I knew it was one of those two.

**ANGELES OPERATIONS:** Yeah.

**FIREFIGHTER:** Okay. Awesome. Thanks,

**ANGELES OPERATIONS:** All right. Bye-bye.

**FIREFIGHTER:** Bye.

///
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**ANGELES OPERATIONS:** Angeles Operations.

Angeles Operations.

This is out of the office or --

**ANGELES OPERATIONS:** No. He isn’t.

Okay. Then that’s fine. I’m at -- I’m at Santa Fe Dam.

**ANGELES OPERATIONS:** Oh, hold on. -- I mean, Edward 12 (inaudible) he can head there if you want him to.

Yeah.

**ANGELES OPERATIONS:** Okay. Can you proceed that way?

Santa Fe Dam.

**ANGELES OPERATIONS:** Okay.

It will take me awhile.

**ANGELES OPERATIONS:** He said he’ll go that way. He’s at
the Santa Fe Dam. It may take him awhile. Edward 14 is right at that mile marker 29.

ANGELES OPERATIONS: Oh, but he can’t leave?

ANGELES OPERATIONS: Hold on. Hold on. I’ll let (inaudible).

ANGELES OPERATIONS: It’s supposed to be at the point of origin.

ANGELES OPERATIONS: Well, I’m hearing (inaudible). I don’t -- I mean, I don’t know where they’re at, to be honest.

ANGELES OPERATIONS: But hold -- hold on one second for me. Let me -- let me let him finish his conversation.

ANGELES OPERATIONS: Well, I was told that there are going to be two units. I wasn’t told. I mean, when we switched shifts that was inputted that 2 Edward 11 and 1 Edward 3 will be at the point of origin all night --

ANGELES OPERATIONS: Per --

ANGELES OPERATIONS: -- 1 Kelly 1.
ANGELES OPERATIONS: Pardon?

(inaudible)

ANGELES OPERATIONS: That’s where (inaudible) is; right?

ANGELES OPERATIONS: I imagine so. It’s two -- it’s two females though. I’m pretty sure he’s trying to (inaudible).

MALE CALLER: (Inaudible) --

ANGELES OPERATIONS: I’m joking.

ANGELES OPERATIONS: Okay. Edward 14 is going to go that route.

(inaudible)

ANGELES OPERATIONS: All right, (inaudible)

ANGELES OPERATIONS: Okay. Sounds good.


ANGELES OPERATIONS: Bye.

ANGELES OPERATIONS: Angeles Operations.

ANGELES OPERATIONS: Angeles Operations.

ANGELES OPERATIONS: Hi, (inaudible)

ANGELES OPERATIONS: Hey, you had -- you -- I think you have a 15 Edward 1 or 2 or whatever, and you have a 16 Edward. The --
the one that was (inaudible) broken is in Mt. Baldy, so I don’t know which repeater you have to get, but --

ANGELES OPERATIONS: Well, I know which repeater I have to hit, but I don’t think they know what they have to hit. So --

Yeah.

ANGELES OPERATIONS: -- I mean, I -- if -- if they -- if I’m calling them and I’m calling, there ain’t but two repeaters that you need for the Baldy side.

Okay.

ANGELES OPERATIONS: So --

(Inaudible) do that or either the (inaudible) call signs or just (inaudible)?

ANGELES OPERATIONS: I think it’s 16 Edward 3 that was calling.

Yeah. He’s -- he’s trying to (inaudible). So hopefully that helps you out. Okay?

ANGELES OPERATIONS: All right, man.

All right. Take it easy.

///
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ANGELES OPERATIONS: Angeles Operations.

///
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CHIEF: I need to talk to --

ANGELES OPERATIONS: Chief, I’m -- I’m going to pick this on hold. See if you can pick it up. Maybe my -- my thing is dead.

MALE CALLER: Hello? Can I help you? Hello?

ANGELES OPERATIONS: Hey, [b](6) Yeah?

ANGELES OPERATIONS: Yeah. Golden Hill and Esperanza there was traffic TC, a vehicle into a light pole.

ANGELES OPERATIONS: Yeah. Okay. That’s on my way home. I’m just going to check it out. I heard them talking about an earlier brush fire, so --

ANGELES OPERATIONS: Oh. Okay.

ANGELES OPERATIONS: -- I’ll be there in a few minutes. All right.

ANGELES OPERATIONS: All right.

ANGELES OPERATIONS: Thanks, man.

ANGELES OPERATIONS: Bye-bye.

ANGELES OPERATIONS: Angeles Operations.

DIVISION 2: Division 2 is in quarters.

ANGELES OPERATIONS: Okay.

DIVISION 2: All right. Thanks.
ANGELES OPERATIONS:  All right.  Good night.

ANGELES OPERATIONS:  Angeles Operations.

OFFICER:  Hey, this is 3 King 3.  I just wanted to let you know that 16 Edward 3 and I are back in town and we're going to be out at (inaudible).

ANGELES OPERATIONS:  16 Edward 3 and 3 King 3, both out of service.

OFFICER:  Correct.

ANGELES OPERATIONS:  Okay.

OFFICER:  16 Edward 3 and 3 King 3.  Thank you.

ANGELES OPERATIONS:  Okay.  Have a good night.

OFFICER:  Thanks for your help.

ANGELES OPERATIONS:  Bye-bye.

OFFICER:  Bye.

ANGELES OPERATIONS:  Angeles Operations.

CALLER:  Yeah.  Who's this?

ANGELES OPERATIONS:  This is (b) (6).

CALLER:  (b) (6) is there -- is this expanded or no?

ANGELES OPERATIONS:  No, it's not.  I can give you the --

CALLER:  Oh.

ANGELES OPERATIONS:  -- number to expanded.
CALLER: Yeah. If you could do that I’d appreciate it.

ANGELES OPERATIONS: What -- what -- what do you need, any equipment, crews?

CALLER: Equipment.

ANGELES OPERATIONS: (661) 723-2595.

CALLER: 2595?

ANGELES OPERATIONS: Yes.

CALLER: Okay.

ANGELES OPERATIONS: Uh-huh.

CALLER: Thank you.


CALLER: Bye.

Goldleaf

ANGELES OPERATIONS: Angeles Operations.

Hey, This is Could you find out what the address is that La Verne Engine 62 is working?

ANGELES OPERATIONS: Okay. La Verne 62. Okay. Yeah. I’ll put you on hold. Okay? I’ll put you on hold,

Goldleaf

ANGELES OPERATIONS: Yeah. Stand by, is giving them a call.
ANGELES OPERATIONS: is still trying to get through.

Okay.

ANGELES OPERATIONS: So hold on a sec.

(Conclusion of Recorded Material.)
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